
Clues that students are achieving the 
outcome...

GRADES 7-9

Ever Active Schools

DANCE

NOVELTY DANCES

EquipmEnt
music player » obstacle free activity area » 
various genres of music with a strong 4-count 
beat or CD with mixed contemporary music

RELAtED RESOuRCES
•	 Dances Even I Would Do! (Item No. DA-

DWD-E), CIRA Ontario, www.excelway.ca
•	 Ever Active Schools Playlist,  

www.everactive.org

Warm it Up!
FinD thE BEAt
Explain that in the next series of learning opportunities, students will be 
participating in novelty dances that involve progressively more challenging 
dance steps and sequences. Novelty dances are dances that originated in 
a certain circumstance or situations. Tell students they will each be asked 
to	create	or	modify	a	novelty	dance	that	reflects	their	abilities.	Play	music	
with a strong 4-count beat. For examples see the playlist options in Related 
Resources. Lead students in clapping 8 times to the beat of the music. The 
clapping rhythm will be; 1 hold 2 hold 3 hold 4 hold 5 hold 6 hold 7 hold 8 hold. 
Practice clapping in unison as a large group. Divide the class into group A and 
group B. Ask group A to clap the rhythm alone, followed by group B. Challenge 
each group to repeat clapping sequences at different speeds (tempo) and 
rhythms (with and without the hold) to the beat of the music.

“Students will select, combine, 
and perform locomotor skills by 
using elements of body and space 
awareness, effort and relationships 
to improve personal performance” 
K-12 Physical Education Program of 
Studies, Alberta Learning, 2000.

•	 Students can combine and perform 
movements simultaneously with 
and without music
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Safety First!
2008 Safety Guidelines pages 19-20.
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GRADES 7-9DANCE

mOvE tO thE BEAt!
Divide students into groups of 6-8, invite them stand one 
behind the other, and all facing the same direction. Assign 
each line a name; e.g., red, blue, yellow. Clap together as a 
large group for 8-counts. Invite students to take 4 steps to the 
right (step-together-step-touch) followed by 4 steps to the left, 
in the same rhythm they clapped.
Count 1 – step right foot to the right
Count 2 – move left foot to meet right
Count 3 – step right foot to the right
Count 4 – touch left toe beside right foot
Practice a few more times providing feedback as appropriate and then turn on the music! 
Repeat the steps to the beat of the music.
Repeat the stepping pattern, emphasizing the clap on the last step; e.g., step-together-step-
clap. Ask students to perform the movement slowly, and then gradually more quickly, to the 
beat	of	the	music.	Encourage	students	to	find	ways	to	combine	stepping,	clapping	and	other	
steps and to perform the combination slowly and quickly to the beat of the music. Pause 
frequently to rotate the lines of students by having the line at the front move to the back while 
students cheer.
Assign one student from each line to get together to form groups of 4-5 students each. 
Instruct	groups	to	find	a	personal	space	and	create	an	original	stepping	and	clapping	
combination that demonstrates the abilities of all group members. Encourage groups to 
incorporate heel or toe digs, hops, turns, claps, and vocal prompts if they like. Play music in 
the background and circulate to provide feedback and assistance to groups.

Whoop it Up! Wrap it Up!
ShOw it OFF!
Invite each group, or 
2-3 groups at a time to 
perform their original 
stepping and clapping 
sequence. Celebrate 
the achievement of each 
group with a round of 
applause (move hands in 
a circle while clapping). 
Invite student comments 
and	reflections	about	the	
learning activity, and ask 
students to indicate with 
a thumb up, sideways, 
or down, how they rate 
their ability combine and 
perform movements 
simultaneously to a beat.
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Safety First!
2008 Safety Guidelines pages 49.

Activity
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